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Abstract: In this paper characteristic Mo-x-ray tube (20-25-30-35)KV were used to measure 
attenuation coefficients for Aluminum and two of its alloys with different thicknesses and to determine 
the relation between these coefficients and the grain size. The pure sample thickness was fixed at (0.01 
- 0.12) cm and its alloys at (0.07 - 0.12) cm, The effect of grain size on (μL, μm, x½, hardness,mean 
free path ) was studied by using the graphic relations. Inverse relation between linear and mass 
attenuation coefficients with grain size was concluded. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 The use of nuclear energy and its application in all human activities were linked to production of 
radioactive materials and the precaution related to these activities (Al-Awadat, Mohammed, 1997). Hence the 
radioactive materials which are used in laboratories or in any field have to be surrounded by protective shield to 
avoid any dangerous caused by the radiation, the shielding materials shall have some properties like high 
resistant to effect of radiation and low intrinsic radioactivity, most abundant, low-cost and easily manufactured 
(Chilton, A.B., 1984).  
 By increasing the relative formation,the deformation pattern of the crystal will be increased and this 
naturally leads to an increase in the velocity of recrystallization of nuclei growth and the linear velocity of 
growth as well.If the two velocities are equally increased when the relative formation increases then the effect of 
relative formation will vanish. 
 In fact the recrystalized grain size decrease when the relative formation increases, hence we can conclude 
that the velocity of recrystallization of nuclei growth will be more greatly increased than the linear velocity of 
new grain growth (Al-qoossy, R., 1972).            
 The work of Farid….etal and associated reference have examined the process of finding linear and mass 
attenuations and half thickness value and the mean free path of X-ray of a copper and its two alloys taking into 
account the effect of grain size that causes the inverse relation with the values of linear and mass attenuations 
coefficient is inversely proportional to  it also found that its relationship between the half thickness and the 
mean free path is a direct relation (Farid M. Mohammed, 2010). 
 The current study was performed to identify the relation between the attenuation of x-ray in Aluminum and 
two of its alloys with grain size.  
 
The Theory: 
X-ray: 

 When a beam of x-ray photons passes through attenuated material, each photon in the beam either do not 
react with the medium material at all or it reacts by absorption and scattering reactions. Due to the removal of 
photons from the beam, it will suffer an attenuation, such attenuation may be intensity attenuation or energy 
attenuation, such that the intensity or the energy decreases along the path it passes through this medium (Leo, 
W.R., 1987). When a beam of monoenergetic photon falls with intensity ( ) on a medium of thickness dx, the 
decrease in intensity dI due to reaction of photons by scattering and absorption in the medium can be expressed 
by : 
 

     (1) 
 
 The quantity e-μx represents the probability that the photon passes a distance (x) through the attenuated 
medium without reaction and we can define a half-thickness, x1/2, as the thickness of material that photons must 
traverse in order for their intensity to fall to half of the original value. This can be related to as follows Eq: (2) 
(Azzoz, Assem Abdulkarim, 1983; Das, A. and T. Ferbel, 2003). 
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     (2) 

 
 The mean free path for absorption, or the average distance through which a beam of photons will propagate 
before their number drops to of the initial value and its given by the eq. (3) (David Bodansky, 2004):  

     (3) 
 
Grain Size: 
 The grain size is often determined when the properties of a polycrystalline materials are under 
consideration. In this regard, there exist a number of techniques by which size is specified in terms of average 
grain volume, diameter, or area. Grain size may be estimated by using an intercept method, described as 
follows: 
 Straight lines all the same length are drawn through several photomicrographs that show the grain structure. 
The grains intersected by each line segment are counted; the line length is then divided by an average of the 
number of grains intersected, taken over all the line segments. The average grain diameter is found by dividing 
this result by the linear magnification of the photomicrographs (William, D., Callister, Jr., 2007). 
 In general, whenever the cold-working increase, the grain size decrease after the complete recrystallization, 
in specific cases a little amount of cold-working leads to form big grain after recrystallization, this critical 
amount of cold-working differs from metal to another, (Sidney, H., Avner, 2007). The annealing time have a 
great effect on grain size, that is increasing the annealing time  leads to an increase in grain size, and it is also 
important in softening the metals by ferment operation, which contains reheating the metal and gradually 
cooling inside the furnace, some changes will occur (William, D., Callister, Jr., 2007).  
 
Experimental: 
 The experimental procedure is well established in ref. (Farid M. Mohammed, 2010) also summarized in 
figure (1). Except for the cast mold,were as shown in figure (2). 
 
Calculations: 
A) The Calculations of linear ( ) and mass ( ) Attenuation Coefficients: 
 By measuring the average counts for each samples, the logarithmic absorption for x – ray were calculated. 
 The linear relation between the logarithm of absorption and the sample's thickness were given by eq.(1) 
when the sample thickness is in cm we got the linear attenuation ( ) and when x in the unit of (gm/ cm2) we 
got the mass attenuation ( ) tables(1,2). 
 
Table 1: Shows the measurements of linear attenuation coefficients for (35KV) at (RT).   

Theoretical Experimental Samples 

    

0.289 33.976 0.124 33.687 0.0421 Pure  aluminum 
0.302 34.404 0.0259 34.102 0.0892 First alloy 
0.212 35.707 0.0985 35.495 0.0849 Second alloy 

 
Table 2: Shows the measurements of mass attenuation coefficients for (35KV) at (RT). 

Theoretical Experimental Samples 

    

0.329 11.435 0.0780 11.106 0.0867 Pure  aluminum 
0.243 16.945 0.0250 16.702 0.0424 First alloy 
0.247 13.354 0.0456 13.024 0.0321 Second alloy 

 
B) Effect of Grain Size: the values including  
• Hardness (  ). 
• Mean free path ( . 
• Half Thickness Value (HVL). 
 were also calculated 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

1. Fig.(3) shows the inverse relation between the Gd &   for the pure metal which is due to the distorted 
grains by cold working and this complies with (William, D., Callister, Jr., 2007; Chee Fai Tan, 2009) for 
other alloys and elements. 
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Fig. 1: Experimental Flow-chart procedure. 
 
2. Fig.(4,5,6) shows (SEM) photograph at the same magnification which indicates the decrease in grain size 

for Al when the thicknesses decreases after cold working which conforms with (William, D., Callister, Jr., 
2007; Sidney, H., Avner, 2007) for other alloys and elements. 

3. Fig.(7) shows the inverse relation between Gd &   for pure metals hence that as Gd increase  
decreasses for the voltage of 35KV. The same behavior was obtained for the other alloys at a voltage values 
of (20,25,30,35)KV.    

4. Fig.(8) shows the inverse relation between Gd &  for pure metals for the voltage of 35KV. The same 
response obtained for the other alloys at a voltage values of (20,25,30,35)KV.    

5. Fig.(9) shows the direct relation between Gd &  for pure metals for the voltage of 35KV same trends 
have been shown for the two alloys, therefore there's no need to show these response here.   

6. Fig.(10)  shows the direct relation between Gd &  for pure metals for the voltage of 35KV same trends 
have been shown for the two alloys, therefore there's no need to show these response here.   
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Fig. 2: Sketch of cast mold made of steel the dimensions with (cm). 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: The relation between hardness with grain size for pure aluminum.  
 
7. Fig.(11)  shows the direct relation between Gd &  of linear attenuation  for pure metals at the voltage of 

35KV. Same behavior has been obtained for the  two alloys, hence we couldn’t included here. 
8. Fig.(11)  shows the direct relation between Gd &  of mass attenuation  for pure metals at the voltage of 

35KV same trends have been shown for the two alloys. 
9. For our study we have seen that the annealing time before cold working has no effect on all the factors and 

variables measured as shown in figures (3,7to12 ) compared to room temperature which reduced better 
results than annealing time temperature. 

10. Tables (1,2) give the measured values of  and  and the calculated values, and the percentages of errors. 
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Fig. 4: (SEM) Photograph which shows the grain size for Al sample with thickness (0.12cm). 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: (SEM) Photograph which shows the grain size for Al sample with thickness (0.06cm).  
 
11. The values of   were verified to be maximum for the second alloy case compared with  values of the 

first alloy and pure Al at voltage values of (20,25,30,35). For example, the values of  for second alloy 
were found to be (79%,71%,73%,75% ) higher than those for the pure Al case at respective voltage values 
indicated above using thickness of  0.06 cm. However, values of   and  for second alloy were found to 

be ( 58%,49%,56%,62% ) for  and (48%,51%,56%,59% ) for   which are less than for the pure Al at the 

respective voltage values using the same thickness. 
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Fig. 6: (SEM) Photograph which shows the grain size for Al sample with thickness (0.01cm).   
 

 
Fig. 7: The relation between linear attenuation coefficient with grain size for pure aluminum. 
 

 
Fig. 8: The relation between mass attenuation coefficients with grain size for pure aluminum. 
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Fig. 9: The relation between Mean free path(  of linear attenuation coefficient with grain size for pure 

aluminum. 

 
 
Fig. 10: The relation between Mean free path(  of mass attenuation coefficient with grain size for pure 

aluminum. 
 

 
Fig. 11: The relation between half thicknesses (X1/2) of linear attenuation coefficient with grain size for pure 

aluminum.  
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Fig. 12: The relation between half thicknesses (X1/2) of mass attenuation coefficient with grain size for pure 

aluminum. 
 
12. The values of   were verified to be maximum for the second alloy case compared with  values of the 

first alloy and pure Al at voltage values of (20,25,30,35). For example, the values of  for second alloy 
were found to be (72%,76%,73%,75% ) higher than those for the pure Al case at respective voltage values 
indicated above using thickness of  0.06 cm. However, values of   and  for second alloy were found to 

be ( 44%,50%,47%,38% ) for  and (58%,59%,60%,68% ) for   which are less than for the pure Al at 

the respective voltage values using the same thickness. 
 
Conclusions: 
1. The grain size increases by decreasing hardness. 
2. The characteristics x–ray of mo-tube attenuation coefficients i.e.  and  for Aluminum decreases with 

increasing Gd. 
3. The mean free path increases with increasing Gd. This implies  that by increasing (  ), the μL and  

decreases for all thicknesses. 
4. The half thickness value increases with increasing Gd. This implies that by increasing  X1/2, the μL and μm 

decreases for all thicknesses. 
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